McLagan Presents
Large or Small–A Well Thought Out Rewards
Program Never Goes Out of Style
Classic broad based compensation is enjoying a renaissance. With old
business models changing and new ones emerging as tech plays a
bigger role in financial services.
Large
Firms

Because many have enjoyed greater
prosperity, they have had less focus on
details. But now they are returning to
the basics to help control costs, deﬁne
career paths, and design pay programs
that reinforce ﬁrm values.

Small As ﬁrms grow and reach a critical size,
Firms it sometimes takes a moment for these
ﬁrms to accept the beneﬁts of
structure and that these ideas aren’t
stuﬀy or outdated.

Planning Your Employee Compensation Strategy

“

Successful reward programs
balance the needs of all
stakeholders–employees,
management, investors, and
regulators. Firms need to return to the
basics of compensation design, which
include transparent performance
management, efficient reward
programs, and a clear organizational
structure, to create the winning
strategy for today and for the future.

”

Employees

Managers

Investors

Rob Northway, Partner,
McLagan Global Head of Broad Based Compensation and Consumer Banking

Regulators

Questions to Ask to Define a Winning Broad Based Compensation Strategy
We view broad based compensation as the intersection of job architecture, performance management,
and reward strategy. A successful strategy comes from working through key questions in order to build
an approach that aligns business goals, employee performance, and ﬁrm compensation approach.

Job Architecture

Performance
Management

1
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What kind of work
do people do?

How do we set
goals?

Reward Strategy

5
How do we reward
performance?

2

4

What level of
responsibility do
your people have?

How do we
measure
performance?

In our McLagan Perspectives Report, learn more about what you need to know for future prooﬁng
your rewards strategy. Download the report: mclagan.aon.com/perspectives

McLagan is a Partner

We bring over 50 years of experience helping ﬁnancial services ﬁrms reach their business potential.
Partner with senior consultants at McLagan to design a customized rewards program for your ﬁrm.

Connect with Us

To learn how we can help you design comprehensive reward strategies for your ﬁrm,
go to mclagan.aon.com/advisory-services/annual-compensation-design-planning.
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